HIV non-disclosure and
Canadian criminal law:
Antiretroviral treatment and viral load
The Context
▪

In Canada, people living with HIV can be criminally prosecuted and convicted for
not disclosing their status before engaging in an activity that represents a
“significant risk” of HIV transmission.

▪

Unprotected sex is usually considered an activity that requires HIV disclosure
under Canadian criminal law. However, when a person has a low or an
undetectable viral load, including as the result of effective treatment with
antiretroviral drugs (ARVs), the risks of HIV transmission through sex are very
much reduced. As a result, even if vaginal or anal sex is unprotected, the risk
should no longer be considered “significant” for purposes of the criminal law.

▪

Using the criminal law in circumstances where the risk of transmission is almost
zero or very low amounts to punishing people for being HIV-positive rather than
for exposing an uninformed partner to HIV infection. Such broad use of the
criminal law could amount to discrimination against people living with HIV and
undermine HIV prevention and treatment efforts.

▪

The legal significance of a person’s viral load, and whether and when disclosure of
HIV-positive status is still required upon pain of criminal prosecution, needs to be
clarified to ensure a limited and fair use of the criminal law in cases of HIV
exposure and transmission. In the absence of additional factors establishing
beyond a reasonable doubt that the risk of HIV transmission is significant,
Canadian law should not permit a person living with HIV to be prosecuted and
convicted when he or she had a low or undetectable viral load at the time he or she
had sex. In cases where a person has been on ARV treatment, there should be a
rebuttable presumption that the risk of transmission is not “significant.” The
prosecution should be required to prove the existence of a significant risk
notwithstanding treatment.

This document will inform you about:
1. when there is a legal duty to disclose HIV-positive status;
2. the current evidence regarding the impact of ARV treatment and viral load on the
risk of HIV transmission;
3. the current state of the law regarding viral load and HIV disclosure; and
4. why people should not be prosecuted or convicted for HIV non-disclosure when
they have a low or undetectable viral load.
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When is there a duty to disclose HIV-positive status?
In 1998, the Supreme Court of Canada decided that, when there is a “significant risk of
serious bodily harm” (i.e., of HIV transmission), then not disclosing one’s (known) HIVpositive status to a sexual partner can amount to “fraud” and therefore invalidates a
partner’s consent to sex.1 Because having sex with someone who has not given legally
valid consent is a (sexual) assault in law, the Court ruled that a person living with HIV
who does not disclose his or her status in circumstances where there is a significant risk of
transmitting HIV can be convicted on assault charges even when no transmission occurs.
It was clear from the decision that the Court was not imposing a general duty on people
living with HIV to disclose their status in every sexual encounter. However, the Court did
not clearly define which activities pose a “significant risk” of transmission.
The specific circumstances in the case before the Court involved an HIV-positive man
accused of having unprotected vaginal sex several times with each of two HIV-negative
women — none of whom became infected. The Supreme Court ruled that, in such
circumstances, the fact that he did not disclose his HIV status could amount to fraud
vitiating his partners’ consent.
However, since that decision, the science related to HIV and its treatment has evolved. Studies
have shown a strong correlation between a person’s viral load (i.e., level of HIV, usually
measured through blood testing) and the risk of transmission. Antiretroviral (ARV) treatment
has been shown to reduce viral load and hence HIV transmission. The sexual encounters that
gave rise to the assault charges in the case before the Supreme Court occurred in the early
1990s; at that time, highly active ARV therapy was not fully available in Canada and little was
known with certainty about the impact of treatment on risks of HIV transmission. Therefore,
the impact of an accused person’s viral load on criminal liability for not disclosing HIVpositive status was not addressed by the Supreme Court. How these new developments in the
science of HIV are relevant to the application of the legal test of a “significant risk” of
transmission has become a crucial issue in cases of alleged HIV non-disclosure.

The impact of viral load and ARV treatment on the risk of HIV
transmission2
Viral load is the term used to describe the amount of HIV circulating in the body, and is
usually measured in the blood. Proper HIV care includes routine viral-load testing every
three to six months in order to inform treatment decisions. Viral load is measured in the
number of copies of HIV per millilitre of the fluid tested.
The tests currently used in Canada can measure blood plasma viral loads as low as 20 to 50
copies/ml. Below this level, viral load is said to be “undetectable.” This does not mean
that HIV has been eliminated from the body, but rather that it is below the level of
detection of the test. The definition of an “undetectable” viral load will vary slightly from
one country to another, depending on the level of detection of the tests being used. The
goal of antiretroviral therapy is to render viral load undetectable.3
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It is now generally accepted that effective antiretroviral therapy, which reduces viral load,
dramatically reduces the risk of sexual HIV transmission.
In 2008, the Swiss Federal Commission on HIV/AIDS issued a medical assessment stating
that people under antiretroviral therapy who have an undetectable viral load could be,
under certain conditions, considered as non-infectious:
An HIV-positive individual not suffering from any other STD [sexually transmitted
disease] and adhering to antiretroviral therapy (ART) with a completely suppressed
viremia [defined by the Commission as a viral load below 40 copies/ml] does not
transmit HIV sexually, i.e., he/she cannot pass on the virus through sexual contact.
This statement is valid provided that:
– The HIV-positive individual fully complies with the antiretroviral therapy
and is monitored by an attending physician;
– The viral load (VL) has been non-detectable for at least six months (i.e.,
viremia has been suppressed for at least six months);
– The HIV-positive individual does not have any other sexually transmitted
disease (STD).4
This statement created controversy in 2008 on the grounds of remaining uncertainty as to
just how much effective ARV treatment, reducing a person’s viral load to undetectable
levels, reduces the risk of sexual transmission of HIV during unprotected sex. While the
risk is dramatically reduced when viral load is undetectable, it has not been proven to be
completely eliminated.5 However, it is generally accepted that people under antiretroviral
therapy are less infectious, and international organizations such as UNAIDS and the World
Health Organization (WHO) now promote ARV treatment as a means of preventing the
spread of HIV at the population level.6
Subsequent scientific studies on the relationship between ARV treatment, blood viral load
and sexual transmission have since further confirmed that effective treatment and low viral
load has a substantial impact on the risk of HIV transmission.
According to a 2009 systematic review and meta-analysis of available studies, no
transmission of HIV was observed from people treated with ARV therapy and with a viral
load below 400 copies/ml (i.e., a low, but still detectable, viral load according to tests
currently used in Canada).7
Overall, the analysis found that ARV treatment (without considering viral load
independently) reduced transmission among male/female couples by 92 percent.8 It also
found that, when viral load is lower than 400 copies/ml, the risk of HIV transmission could
be as high as 0.013 percent per act of sexual intercourse among male/female couples (or
about 1.3 conversions among 10 000 acts). These data include both people on ARV
treatment and people who had a naturally low viral load.9
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Three cohort studies involving a total of 762 male/female couples later found no cases of
transmission from people on ARV treatment. Two of these studies found the HIV-positive
partner’s viral load undetectable in the majority of participants.10 Another study of nearly
3400 male/female couples observed a 92 percent reduction in new HIV infections in
couples in which the known HIV-positive partner started ARV treatment.11
Finally, a recent international study funded by the United States National Institutes of
Health and involving 1763 couples (the vast majority of whom were male/female couples)
in Botswana, Brazil, India, Kenya, Malawi, South Africa, Thailand, the United States and
Zimbabwe found that an earlier initiation of ARVs led to a 96 percent reduction in HIV
transmission.12 The clinical trial was slated to end in 2015 but the results were released
earlier as it was clear that use of antiretroviral drugs by HIV-positive individuals with
relatively healthier immune systems substantially reduced transmission to their partners.13
The studies on the impact of ARV treatment and viral load on the risk of HIV transmission
have largely concerned male/female couples. Therefore, quantifying the impact on the
risk of transmission among men who have sex with men is more uncertain. However, the
basic principle that, in a given encounter, the reduced viral load of an HIV-positive partner
will translate into a reduced risk of transmission remains applicable.

Per-act risk of HIV transmission: the impact of viral load under 400
copies/ml
Vaginal sex (HIV+ man)

Vaginal sex (HIV+ woman)

Estimated risk of HIV
transmission without
consideration of
individual’s viral load

1 in 1250 sexual encounters
(0.08 percent)14

1 in 2500 sexual encounters
(0.04 percent)15

Estimated risk of HIV
transmission when
individual’s viral load is
below 400 copies/ml

1.3 in 10 000 sexual encounters
(0.013 percent)16

Source: S. Attia, et al., “Sexual transmission of HIV according to viral load and antiretroviral therapy: systematic review
and meta-analysis,” AIDS 23 (2009): pp. 1397–1404, described in E. Mykhalovskiy, G. Betteridge, and D. McLay, HIV
Non-Disclosure and the Criminal Law: Establishing Policy Options for Ontario, August 2010, funded by the Ontario
HIV Treatment Network.

The current state of the law about viral load and HIV disclosure
In the years since the Supreme Court of Canada decided the Cuerrier case in 1998, about
130 PHAs in Canada have been criminally charged in relation to alleged non-disclosure of
their HIV-positive status to their sexual partners. However, only a few cases have yielded
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any specific interpretation by the courts of the legal impact of viral load and ARV
treatment on how to apply the “significant risk” test. Three recent decisions at the
appellate level have created important binding precedents in their respective provinces and
provide some guidance across Canada. All three decisions confirmed that viral load is an
important, and potentially decisive, factor of the risks of transmission in HIV nondisclosure cases.
Viral load: a relevant factor in the assessment of the risks of transmission
One of the first court decisions in Canada to deal with the question of viral load and its
impact on the assessment of the risk of transmission is a decision by the Court of Appeal of
British Columbia in 2009.17 In this case, the Court ruled that “if viral load of the accused
at the time of the sexual relations is known or can be estimated, then it will be very
relevant to determining whether there was a significant risk of serious bodily harm,”18 and
thus affect possible criminal liability.
Subsequently, in October and December 2010, two persons living with HIV were acquitted
by the Court of Appeal of Manitoba19 and the Court of Appeal of Quebec20 on the grounds
that they had an undetectable viral load at the time they had sex, and that the risks of HIV
transmission through unprotected sex could thus not be considered as “significant” in the
sense of the criminal law.21
Legal significance of viral load requires a case-by-case analysis
The Court of Appeal of Manitoba is the first court in Canada to acquit a person living with
HIV who did not disclose his status before having unprotected sex because he had an
undetectable viral load and therefore was under no legal obligation to disclose.22
At trial, the judge had ruled that even when viral load is undetectable, there is a significant
risk of HIV transmission for the purpose of the criminal law. The risk would only be
sufficiently reduced when a person has both an undetectable viral load and uses a condom.
The Court of Appeal disagreed with this interpretation of the “significant risk” test set out
in Cuerrier,23 pointing out that this assertion was not compatible with the medical evidence
available before the Court. The Court further insisted that “[l]egal assessments of risk in
this area should be consistent with the available medical studies.”24
However, the Court declined to make a general statement that an undetectable viral load
would automatically preclude criminal liability. Instead, the Court said that whether or not
the accused person had a duty to disclose his or her HIV-positive status would depend on
the facts and the medical evidence available in each case.25 For instance, the Crown could
perhaps show that additional factors increased the risk of transmission in a particular case
(e.g., the accused had another sexually transmitted infection at the time of the sexual
encounter, which might have led to an increase in the viral load26), or the Crown might
otherwise put forward medical evidence showing that there was a “significant risk” of
transmission.
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The Court of Appeal of Quebec followed the same approach as the Court of Appeal of
Manitoba and clearly indicated that whether an accused’s low viral load would sufficiently
reduce the risk of HIV transmission so that it is no longer “significant” would depend on
the facts and the medical and scientific evidence in each case.27
The issue of viral load is relatively new and reflects the complexity of the science related
to HIV. While courts have been ready to consider that an undetectable viral load can
preclude criminal liability, they have not been ready to make any general statement on the
impact of viral load and treatment on the duty to disclose. They chose to leave the door
open for the introduction of any possible evidence, including new scientific evidence that
would show that the risk of transmission may still be “significant” despite a low viral
load28 — despite the fact that recent scientific developments have reinforced the finding
that a low viral load substantially reduces the risks of transmission.
Despite remaining uncertainties regarding the impact of viral load on criminal liability,
these provincial appellate court decisions set important precedents. In both cases, the
Crown has applied for leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada. This can be an
opportunity for the highest court to clarify the law by providing clear guidance on the role
of viral load and treatment in prosecutions for HIV non-disclosure.

Low viral load should preclude prosecution for HIV nondisclosure
Criminalizing people when the risk of HIV transmission is very low is not
compatible with the current law in Canada
The law in Canada obliges a person living with HIV to disclose his or her status before
engaging in an activity that represents a “significant risk” of HIV transmission. Numerous
peer-reviewed scientific studies have established average risk levels for HIV transmission
associated with different sexual activities which show that HIV is not easy to transmit.29
Even activities considered as “risky” carry a relatively low risk of transmission .30 As a
result, most instances of unprotected vaginal or anal intercourse between an HIV-positive
person and his or her partner do not result in transmission. The chance of transmission is
further reduced when a person has a low viral load — and as a general matter, being on
ARV treatment (the purpose of which is to reduce viral load) is associated with a dramatic
reduction in risk of transmission.31 As mentioned earlier, it has been found that
antiretroviral therapy reduces heterosexual transmission by 92 percent. This means that
the risk might be even lower than where sex is protected by a condom, which has been
estimated to reduce the risk of HIV transmission by 80 percent.32
In R. v. Mabior, the Crown’s scientific expert testified that “[i]t is extremely unusual to
transmit with a viral load of less than 1500 copies.” He further stated that “the risk of HIV
transmission is … very low if [viral load] is undetectable.” His conclusion was that “there
was a very high probability that the accused was not infectious and could not have
transmitted HIV throughout” the period when his viral load was undetectable.33
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In R. c. DC, the evidence was similar. According to the Crown’s scientific expert, the risk
of transmission, when the viral load is undetectable, is “very low, very minimal … almost
zero” [translation from French original]. The risk can decrease to “1 in 10 000.”34
As acknowledged by appellate courts in British Columbia, Manitoba and Quebec, courts
cannot ignore the reality of HIV and the evolutions in science since the Supreme Court of
Canada’s decision in Cuerrier in 1998. Just as the Supreme Court suggested that condom
use may reduce the risk of transmission so that it is no longer legally “significant,” so too
must courts consider the legal implications of the dramatic reduction of transmission risk
where a person has a low or undetectable viral load, as well as the implications of ARV
treatment showing reduced transmission. Recall that the majority judgment in Cuerrier
made it clear that “it cannot be any trivial harm or risk of harm that will satisfy this
requirement [i.e., deprivation] where the activity would have been consensual if the
consent had not been obtained by fraud.”35
One difficult issue with viral load is that it is a snapshot of the amount of the virus in the
blood at the time the viral load is being tested. Some may argue that, as a result, it cannot
be proved beyond a reasonable doubt that a person had a low or an undetectable viral load
at the very time of the sexual relationship. However, given the well-known impact of
ARV treatment on the risks of HIV transmission, the risk is unlikely to be significant if a
person living with HIV is proved to be on treatment at the relevant time. The same is true
for people whose viral load when tested some months before or after the relevant sexual
relation was low or undetectable. In such circumstances, it is up to the Crown, which has
to prove its case beyond a reasonable doubt, to provide some specific evidence to establish
that, in a particular case, the risks of transmission were significant due to the presence of
other factors which increased the risk of transmission.36
Another difficulty relates to the fact that the most marginalized persons living with HIV
are often those who have little or no access to treatment and care, including ARV treatment
that lowers viral load. This illustrates how the criminalization of HIV non-disclosure
becomes another way in which those without access to care can bear, or be exposed to, a
greater risk of an additional burden.
Criminalizing people when the risk of transmission is very low is unfair
In the absence of additional factors that would significantly increase the risks of HIV
transmission, people living with HIV who have a low viral load — which can
presumptively include those on ARV treatment — do not pose a significant risk of HIV
transmission to their sexual partners. Therefore, they should not be prosecuted for having
sex, even if they do not disclose their status. Criminalizing people in circumstances where
there is almost zero or very low risk of transmission amounts to punishing people for being
HIV-positive rather than for exposing a partner to a significant risk of infection without
disclosure. That is not only wrong under current Canadian law but it would also amount to
discrimination against PHAs contrary to the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.37
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Criminalizing people when the risk of transmission is very low fuels
ignorance and stigma, undermines public health
Concerned about the negative impact of the criminalization of HIV non-disclosure on
people living with HIV and on public health, UNAIDS has urged governments to reject the
use of the criminal law when there is no significant risk of HIV transmission.38
Treatment and care are essential to the life and well-being of people living with HIV. With
advances in therapy, the life of PHAs has been significantly improved. While HIV
infection remains a serious condition, it can become a manageable one and people with
access to ARV treatment and other care can expect a lifespan approximating the average.
Access to treatment and care also provides people with the support they need to deal with
stress, depression or anxiety that may be associated with living with HIV. Any barrier to
accessing treatment and care has an impact on individual health and well-being.
Access to treatment and care has also been proven essential to HIV prevention. Evidence
suggests that one factor strongly associated with changes in behaviour, including practising
safer sex, is having received good-quality voluntary counselling and testing.39 At the same
time, scientific studies (including in Canada) show that the period of early infection, when
people are unlikely to be aware of their status and seek treatment and care, accounts for
approximately half of onward transmissions.40 Encouraging people to get tested and seek
care is therefore crucial to prevent new infections.
In addition to the impact of treatment and care on behaviour changes, it is now wellestablished that effective treatment reduces the risk of HIV transmission and can be used as
a tool for preventing HIV transmission at the population level.41 Based on these findings,
UNAIDS has developed an approach aiming to drastically scale up testing and treatment
worldwide. It estimates that successful implementation of this programme could avert 10
million deaths, and 1 million new HIV infections, by 2025.42 In British Columbia, the
government has recently launched a program called “seek and treat” which aims at
improving access to treatment and care among hard-to-reach communities.43 One of the
goals of this program is also to prevent new HIV infections using treatment as prevention.
While there is no evidence that applying criminal law to HIV risk behaviour reduces the
spread of HIV by incapacitating or rehabilitating particular offenders or by having a
deterrent impact, there are great concerns that it is undermining public health and HIV
prevention efforts by creating additional barriers to HIV testing, treatment and care.
One way in which the criminalization of HIV non-disclosure can create additional barriers
— and in fact result in less disclosure, rather than more — is by threatening the therapeutic
relationship between a patient and his/her physician or between a client and his/her health
service providers.44 PHAs may be inhibited from talking openly about their risk behaviors,
sexually transmitted diseases, or the challenges they may be facing around disclosure if
they fear that this information could later be used against them in a legal proceeding.45
Some may not agree to partner notification procedures if they worry that a partner might in
turn have them charged for non-disclosure. Some may avoid HIV testing, counselling,
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education or support services for fear of prosecution should their HIV-positive status
become known.46 Some vulnerable populations, including women, already face specific
challenges in accessing services, including HIV testing, and there are concerns that the
efforts made to address these challenges may also be undermined by the criminalization of
HIV transmission and/or exposure.47
Finally, a broad use of the criminal law against PHAs inevitably reinforces stigma
associated with HIV. Part of what fuels stigma is an exaggerated sense of HIV risk and
hence the perceived threat posed by HIV-positive people. Criminal prosecutions that
convey misinformation to the public, by targeting activities that do not carry a significant
risk of transmission (including when a person is under treatment and/or has a low or
undetectable viral load) feed that exaggerated sense of risk. This in turn contributes to
further discrimination against people living with HIV. Stigma also has adverse effects on
the effective diagnosis and treatment of HIV disease and on the further spread of HIV
among the population, including impeding HIV disclosure and the adoption of protective
measures.48
Disclosure of HIV status before sex may sometimes be ethically required but that does not
mean people should be automatically criminals and imprisoned when they do not disclose.
This is particularly true when the risks of HIV transmission are not significant. As pointed
out by Justice Fenlon “not every immoral or reprehensible act engages the heavy hand of
the criminal law. Aggravated sexual assault is a most serious offence — a person
convicted of this charge is liable of imprisonment for life, the harshest penalty provided for
in the law. Only behaviour that puts a complainant at a significant risk of serious bodily
harm will suffice to turn what would otherwise be a consensual activity into an aggravated
sexual assault.”49
The information in this document is not legal advice and should not be relied upon as
such. If you need legal advice, please contact a lawyer.
Copies of this document may be found at www.aidslaw.ca/criminallaw.
© Canadian HIV/AIDS Legal Network, 2011.
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